developments also substantially aided the greater use of cheques as a means of payment and, thereby, the further expansion of current accounts. 8 Whatever the greater solidity, and profitability, of bank shares by the mid-century, their holders remained subject to a range of risks. The 1826 Banking Co-partnerships Act 9 had permitted joint-stock banks to be legally constituted only as unlimited companies -actually, large co-partneries with freely transferable shares. Furthermore, it became directors' practice to give depositors additional security through calling up only a fraction of the nominal value of their respective institution's shares. 10 The unqualified liability that shareholders assumed, unchanged by the legislation of 1844, went together with the contraction of the institutionalised secondary market in bank shares from the late 1830s. The number quoted on the London Stock Exchange had fallen by 1854 to 21, including Irish, Scottish and overseas institutions. 11 London quotations rose to merely 27 during the early 1860s. 12 The marked metropolitan decline of institutionalised domestic bank share trading was paralleled in the provinces. For instance, only nine banks were listed on the Liverpool exchange in 1860, and just two at Leeds. 13 In addition, English and Welsh joint-stock banks continued to fail, whether they had established before 1844 or constituted under the 1844 Joint Stock Banking Act's 14 onerous registration provisions -22 in all between 1844 and 1861. Despite their take up by gentlemen and women, bank shares carried considerable risks. These had been even greater when investing in joint-stock banks was a novelty -a step into the unknown. The following sections explore the extent to which females became shareholders as commercial joint-stock banking first developed within England and Wales. The discussion is based upon an analysis of the proprietories of 20 joint-stock banks established between 1827 and 1836. The data have been extracted from either deeds of settlement, the legal instruments that founded such banks, or share registers. 16 Unfortunately, some deeds of settlement merely indicate shareholders' genders, so restricting the extent to which the basis of female shareholders' income and wealth can be established. Yet, the composition of some banks' proprietaries can only be identified from deeds of settlement. (Aldershot: Gower, 1985) .
Section I discusses the make up of the sample of banks employed for analysis, whereas section II considers the magnitude of female subscriptions to bank promotions. The focus moves forward in time by some 20 years in section III, which reviews whether female shareholders became more numerous as joint-stock banks developed to be more proven institutions. Our findings, which indicate greater female share ownership at this later date, are extended through two contrasting case studies of the Huddersfield Banking Co. and the 'Hull Bank'. The general context of investment opportunities at the mid-century for women (and also for those who styled themselves 'gentlemen') is outlined in section IV. There are strong indications that increasing female participation in mature joint-stock banks was paralleled in the cases of successful early railway companies and gas companies. Finally, our results are considered in a wider perspective in section V through placing them alongside the conclusions of investigations of female investment in Consols, 1810 to 1840 and in the first limited companies. We suggest that women, in particular spinsters and widows, were generally more prepared to invest in shares as the associated risks became apparently more calculable with the passage of time.
I
Female subscriptions to shares of the newly promoted joint-stock banks within our sample are displayed in tables 1 and 2. 17 The results have been divided between banks formed before 1834 (table 1), and thereafter (table 2) , for a number of contextual reasons. Banks set up prior to 1834 were groundbreaking institutions, with some formed almost immediately in the wake of the 1826 Act's passage despite depressed business conditions. The Huddersfield Banking 1826 -50', Textile History, 9 (1978 .
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Cottrell and Newton, 'Banking liberalization in England and Wales', pp. 98-9, 102; and idem, 'Joint-stock banking in the English provinces 1826-1857: To branch or not to branch? ', Business and Economic History, 27 (1998) .
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The Circular to Bankers (May 1836), pp. 330-1.
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These findings are very similar to those of Carlos and Neal in their examination of women holders of Bank of England stock between 1720 and 1725. They found that women who actively traded Bank shares owned 10.8% of the capital stock in 1720 and 14.5% in 1725. Widows and spinster were dominant amongst these shareholders, These findings are mirrored in female subscribers' participation in terms of the average value of their holdings (by paid-up capital). Furthermore, the value of the average female holding was two-thirds of the average value of all shareholdings with respect to both banks formed before, and after, 1834. 31 The picture of female share stakes given by the sample is not changed when data for the Yorkshire Banking Co. are included. This 'district' bank had been established in 1834 but fraud forced its reconstruction in 1843/4. In 1844 women comprised 13.4 per cent of its shareholders, and held collectively 7.6 per cent of the shares by value. The average female holding in terms of paid-up capital was then £40.6, while the average value of all shareholdings was £70.7.
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These findings should be not taken as direct indicators of females being in the main either reluctant, or timid, subscribers during the early development of joint-stock banking within
England and Wales. Rather, they reflect that, generally, the new banking was pursued by local commercial and industrial groups to meet their own credit needs, especially with the swathe of country banking houses that had been cut down during the 1825/6 crisis.
Promoters frequently took great care to ensure that shares were allotted to those who would likely bolster an embryonic institution's future business. This may have led to some discrimination against females. For instance, the Bank of Liverpool's founders received applications for 18,000 shares but only approved the allotment of 15,638, although this left 9,362 un-issued. 33 The practice continued into the mid-1830s, with the Coventry Union Banking Co.'s manager required by his directors to list all applications from Coventry residents and to 'make inquiries as will afford information … to enable them to allot shares to such parties as are most likely to promote the interests of the company'. Women lost their property rights on marriage until 1870. However, the 1870 Act prevented married women owning partly paid shares in their own names, a characteristic security of joint-stock banks. This exclusion persisted until the 1882 Married Women's Property Act. It was possible for a wife's property to be held in trust before 1882, which could protect some, or all, of her property from her husband's, the assets in question often having been given by a father to his daughter. It was thus possible for women to own property under common law and, consequently, to have capital and income, and the ability to pass these assets to their children. Widows could also use settlements to protect resources inherited from one marriage when entering another. shoemaker who resided in the same town.
III
Although in most cases women were not major subscribers to joint-stock banks' initial capitals from the late 1820s through to the mid-1830s, contemporary commentary points to females having a general greater presence by the mid-century. This is confirmed with regard to the nine banks in our sample for which information is available regarding their proprietories 20 years after their respective establishment. By then they had become proven institutions.
The data are displayed in table 4. 45 With regard to London Joint Stock Bank, our results support The Economist's observation in 1856 that females comprised a large number of the shareholders of the metropolitan joint-stock deposit banks -in its particular case nearly one in three, who collectively had a stake of 17.4 per cent in this institution's capital. As during the late 1820s and the mid-1830s, the number of female shareholders at the mid-century varied from joint-stock bank to joint-stock bank, arising in part from the particular circumstances of both their respective promotions and subsequent development. Nonetheless, female participation in bank equity had generally increased.
By the mid-century the average number of female shareholdings per bank had risen to 16 per cent of all holdings from seven to eight per cent when the institutions were being promoted two decades before. Similarly, the average collective stake of female shareholders, by value in terms of paid-up capital, had increased to 11 per cent from three to five per cent. These developments are pointed up by the size of the average female holding rising to £290. 
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As when the banks in our sample were being established, holdings by value, whether overall or solely those of women, continued to be positively skewed in their distributions for nearly all banks, the respective median values being less than those of the averages. The one exception is female shareholdings in the Huddersfield Banking Co. in 1847, for which the median -£150 -is significantly greater than the average, indicating negative skewness. £17. The second new share issue of 1841 also involved a call on their holders in January 1842, resulting in ultimately £10 being paid up on these particular shares. However, the board decided in August 1845 to reconstruct the institution's equity, having concluded that its capital was 'more than ample'. Consequently, the directors made a call of £10 per share but of which £5 was employed to finance a bonus of £7 per share, to give the bank a paid-up capital of £140,000, being £10 called on each share.
Amongst the Huddersfield Banking Co.'s 60 proprietors who acquired shares after 1828 and were still shareholders in 1847, 38 were female. Their collective stake amounted to 1,482 shares, 10.58 per cent of those issued, with an average holding of 39 shares. Women shareholders who were executors numbered six, with the estates for which they were acting having in total 265 shares. Some other female holdings also arose from legally constituted trusts: two marriage settlements (355 shares) and one unspecified trust (5 shares). Otherwise, there were three private arrangements, each apparently unrelated to any formal legal device: a wife with 30 shares in her own name; a wife holding 113 shares jointly with her husband; and a wife having 20 shares that had been explicitly transferred to her by her husband.
Apart from shares in the process of intergenerational transfer and those held in trusts or otherwise, the major groupings of female shareholders consisted of either spinsters (13, collectively holding 253 shares), or widows (ten, collectively holding 151 shares). As far as can be determined, the respective holdings of those who comprised these two particular groups of females were not related to any stakes of the bank's original shareholders, by either transfer within families or other intergenerational bequests. However, there is the possibility that they could be linked to shareholders who acquired shares after 1828 but had disposed of them before 1847. If that possibility was not the case, then the take up of these 404 shares collectively by spinsters and widows represents a thickening of a trend of bank share acquisition by females without a stated occupational-generated income. They may have been acquired by either applications on the part of females to the new share issues of 1833 and 1841, or through private transfers.
Data from the proprietor's ledger of the Hull Banking Co. (a rather intractable source and so not included in our sample), may indicate one 'limiting' case by pointing to why women, and others, might not have acquired shares of a local joint-stock bank, either upon its foundation or subsequently. 50 As with the Huddersfield Banking Co., raising the initial capital of the 'Hull Bank', as it became known, took some time -four years -from when the project was conceived during early 1833. Over this period, three calls on shareholders were made -in autumn 1833, March 1834 and March 1835 -raising £15 4s. per share in all. At the outset, the promoters would appear to have aimed at allotting shares in substantial blocks, initially parcels of at least 50 and, then, of 100, although they were unable to achieve this objective.
Nonetheless, it constituted something of an apparent bar to all but the wealthy within the local community becoming initial shareholders. Even greater reluctance to subscribe may have caused by the suspension of the bank's launch in May 1833 because of the general uncertainty over the government's legislative intentions, which also led to the shareholders deciding two months later to dissolve the company. The bank was only firmly established once it had finally become clear that the government was not to introduce a strict regulatory code. Its first office was opened in December 1833.
After this 'start-stop-start' beginning, the Hull Bank became an early regional 'brancher', as had been originally intended. Again, like the development of the Huddersfield Banking Co.'s equity, the Hull Bank's directors decided in autumn 1836 to return £5 per share. In its case, this was due to an unsuccessful competitive struggle with the Lincoln & Lindsey Banking
Co., of which one aspect was the failure to gain agreement over the mutual acceptance of notes. The management's inability to sustain effectively the north Lincolnshire offices was rapidly followed by a major borrowing client's collapse, which sparked a substantial run.
Although this was overcome, it forced the bank's reorganisation, involving a further call for capital and the contraction of its network from 14 offices to just four.
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The Hull Bank's chequered early years would appear to be reflected in the development of its shareholders, including two females who had been original subscribers. Amongst the merely 15 who had taken up a holding after 1836, there were only two females.
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IV
There is an inevitable tension between attempting to portray general trends from samples and also putting forward particular case study evidence. Since most early joint-stock banks were promoted locally, their respective establishments could be regarded as unique, each the particular product of a neighbourhood's economy and its related social structure. Some 'models' for emulation emerged, as with the Huddersfield Banking Co., whereas the nature of formations changed as private houses were converted and bank shares became a speculative counter with the eruption of the creation 'mania' in 1836, when even the chances of an allotment of shares were traded. 53 Nonetheless, the findings from our sample agree with contemporary comment that females collectively were becoming more important as bank shareholders by the mid-century. Some general 'push' and 'pull' forces can be identified to account for women's increasing take-up of bank shares as the years passed, during which joint-stock banks became firmly established.
Emphasis was given to dividends in this paper's introduction. The profitability to shareholders of some of the banks in our sample during the mid-1840s is displayed in An increase in female shareholdings also occurred in some north western gas companies, albeit that they raised far smaller capitals than railway companies. In the case of five with respect to the years 1818 to 1822, females not indicating an income-generating occupation held 4.4 per cent of their total shareholdings. By the period 1836 to 1860 and with regard to 11 companies, the proportion of such females had risen to seven per cent.
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The collapse of the mid-1840s 'railway mania' caused a significant change in investor sentiment to the extent that many of the provincial stock exchanges established during the spinsters who from their late thirties were unlikely to find a marriage partner, and widows.
They also point out that many of those with gentry or middle-class backgrounds were possibly to endure increasing absolute, or relative, material distress during their later lives.
Nonetheless, they also put forward data derived from the 1851 census pointing to a group of some 117,000 women resident in England and Wales who indicated an independent source of income, corroborated in part by women constituting 28 per cent of those who left wills in 1858. The presence of spinsters and widows of some substance provides a context for them, or least some of them, being investors in the widening ranging financial securities that were becoming available, as with bank and railway shares from the mid-and late 1820s. The analysis by Green and Owens of London women who died in 1830 with estates of less than £10,000 indicates that shares along with bank deposits featured in 12 out of 280 wills, while government securities (76 wills) followed cash (136).
Investments in the 'funds', in Consols, were highly marketable while providing a regular, quarterly income. The analysis by Green and Owens of women's ownership of these particular securities would appear to show that it increased from 34.7 per cent in 1810 to 47.2 per cent in 1840. However, their findings are not drawn from the stock ledgers but from a partial source, the Bank of England will registers. They acknowledge many of the difficulties involved when using this restricted window for a view of investment in a substantial proportion of the National Debt, of which one is that it excludes institutional ownership, an increasing important component during the first half of the nineteenth century as banking and life insurance further expanded. Beyond the question of were all wills proved, there is the overriding problem that the will registers can give only a sample of personal ownership of long-term government securities and, above all, a very particular one -that of the recently deceased. The exact extent of female participation in investment in 'the funds' during the first half of the nineteenth century will only become clear once the monotonous and timeconsuming task of at least sampling the stock ledgers has been undertaken. When taking the findings of Green and Owens as just a pointer, something of a sketch begins to emerge of women investors, overwhelmingly a relatively small, changing group of spinsters and widows, who had resources and were becoming increasingly accustomed to making financial investments, beginning with 'the funds'. As other financial securities became available, some diversified their security holdings to include bank and railway equity.
However, these securities were not closely analogous to Consols, and their take-up by women represented, knowingly or unknowingly, the acceptance of much higher levels of risk, while frequently, and especially in the case of bank shares before 1836, they were only issued locally. Our findings regarding the shares of the first joint-stock banks and those of Reed with respect to the first railway companies point to women being generally aware of the risks entailed since, collectively, they only became more prominent shareholders in these undertakings once they had become profitable, on-going concerns. Review, 4 (1932-3) .
